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By Keith H. Basso

University of New Mexico Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 191 pages.
Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.This remarkable book introduces us to four unforgettable Apache
people, each of whom offers a different take on the significance of places in their culture. Apache
conceptions of wisdom, manners and morals, and of their own history are inextricably intertwined
with place, and by allowing us to overhear his conversations with Apaches on these subjects Basso
expands our awareness of what place can mean to people. Most of us use the term sense of place
often and rather carelessly when we think of nature or home or literature. Our senses of place,
however, come not only from our individual experiences but also from our cultures. Wisdom Sits in
Places, the first sustained study of places and place-names by an anthropologist, explores place,
places, and what they mean to a particular group of people, the Western Apache in Arizona. For
more than thirty years, Keith Basso has been doing fieldwork among the Western Apache, and now
he shares with us what he has learned of Apache place-nameswhere they come from and what they
mean to Apaches. This is indeed a brilliant exposition of landscape...
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Absolutely one of the best pdf I actually have possibly read. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this book from my
dad and i encouraged this ebook to discover.
-- Ms. B eth Conr oy V-- Ms. B eth Conr oy V

The ebook is not di icult in study preferable to understand. it was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. You are going to like just how the author
compose this book.
-- Leola  Sm ith-- Leola  Sm ith
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